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An important class of correlation measures for quantum states are the optimized correlation
measures, defined as a minimization of a linear combination of von Neumann entropies over all
purifications of a given state. We show that when considering such measures for holographic states,
the minimum over all purifications can be achieved by only considering purifications with semi-
classical geometric duals. We then apply this result to confirm the conjectured holographic duals of
a large class of correlation measures, including the n-party squashed entanglement.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important tools in AdS/CFT is the
RT/HRT prescription [1, 2] for computing the von Neu-
mann entropy of a boundary region A in the state ρAB:
SA(ρAB) =
A[M]
4GN
, (1)
where A[M] is the area of a homologous extremal surface
anchored to the boundary of A in the dual spacetime. Eq.
1 provides an elegant interpretation of the bulk-boundary
correspondence: an information-theoretic quantity about
the boundary state can be computed as the area of a ge-
ometric object in the bulk. However, the von Neumann
entropy is not the only correlation measure for a generic
quantum state; indeed, it is well-known that the von Neu-
mann entropy is a poor measure of entanglement once
one considers mixed or multipartite states. We could
then ask if there are holographic duals for other correla-
tion measures that are better suited for states where the
von Neumann entropy fails to be good.
We will consider this question for a class of correlation
measures called optimized correlation measures, whose
bipartite forms were extensively studied in [3]. Given
an arbitrary n-party state ρA1...An , these measures are
defined to be a minimization of a particular function fα:
Eα(A1 : . . . : An) = inf
|ψ〉
A1...AnA
′
1
...A′
n
fα(|ψ〉 〈ψ|), (2)
where the minimization is taken over all purifications
|ψ〉A1...AnA′1...A′n
of ρA1...An , so that trA′1...A′n |ψ〉 〈ψ| =
ρA1...An . Denoting the set of all 2
2n− 1 non-empty com-
binations of these regions by R, the function being mini-
mized is a linear combination of von Neumann entropies
on the extended Hilbert space:
fα(|ψ〉 〈ψ|) =
∑
J∈R
αJSJ (|ψ〉 〈ψ|), (3)
where α ∈ R2
2n−1 and the sum runs over all elements
J of R. As in [3], we will impose a non-negativity con-
dition
∑
J αJ ≥ 0, or else one could always choose the
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extension to be a maximally mixed state on an enormous
Hilbert space to force an arbitrarily negative Eα → −∞.
All correlation measures of interest fall within this con-
straint. A recent example of interest is the entanglement
of purification [4]:
EP (A : B) = min
|ψ〉
AA′BB′
SAA′ , (4)
for which αAA′ = 1 and all other αJ = 0. For holo-
graphic states, EP is conjectured to be dual to a partic-
ular minimal surface in the bulk called the entanglement
wedge cross-section EW [5–8]. The EP = EW conjecture,
as well as related proposals for the dual to EW has since
attracted significant attention [9–29]. Holographic duals
to several other optimized correlationmeasures have been
proposed [30–32], but their validity relies on the assump-
tion that the minimization can be done over the subset of
purifications that are geometric, in the sense that the pu-
rified states are dual to semi-classical geometries. Some
recent progress in justifying this assumption appeared in
[17], where it was argued that geometric minimization
was sufficient to compute the bipartite EP , and hence
one could employ the bit thread formulation of hologra-
phy [33] on the purifying state to provide evidence for
EP = EW .
In this Letter, we generalize the argument in [17]: for
any n-party optimized correlation measure evaluated on
holographic states, minimizing over the subset of geo-
metric purifications is sufficient to achieve the minimum
over all purifications. Using our result, we confirm the
holographic proposals in [30–32], as well as obtain the
holographic duals to a class of correlation measures that
includes the c-squashed entanglement.
Throughout this paper, we will work at leading order
in the large-N , large central charge limit. We will also
assume that a suitable regularization scheme is in place,
e.g. a radial cutoff, such that all the correlation measures
of interest are finite and Hilbert spaces can be tensor-
factorized. We will moreover assume that the purifying
subsystem is finite dimensional and, crucially, that the
infimum in Eq. 2 can turned into a minimum; this is an
open question for generic quantum states, but we argue
below that this is not a major obstacle for holographic
states. We will always use “entropy” to refer to the von
Neumann entropy, unless otherwise stated. To make no-
2tation cleaner, we will use U =
⋃n
i=1 Ai to refer to the
union of all n parties A1, . . . , An of an n-party state, and
use U ′ =
⋃n
i=1 A
′
i to refer to the purifying subsystem,
e.g. ρA1...An = ρU .
II. LINEARITY AND GEOMETRIC
PURIFICATIONS
The argument we make relies on 3 special properties
of holographic states. The first result we will use is
that entropies in holography are linear at leading or-
der [34]. Given a superposition of holographic states
ρAB =
∑M
i piρ
i
AB with exponentially-suppressed over-
lap (as is the case for states with macroscopically-distinct
dual geometries), the entropy of the A subregion is ap-
proximately
SA(ρAB) ∼
M∑
i
piSA(ρ
i
AB) + Smix, (5)
where Smix = −
∑M
i pi log pi is the entropy of mixing.
The assumptions made in computing Eq. 5 break down
when M ∼ eO(c), with the most apparent effect being
that Smix can become leading order.
Now let |ψ〉ABA′B′ be a purification of ρAB defined on
the entire boundary. The second result we will use is
that the set of CFT states defined on the entire bound-
ary that are dual to a semi-classical geometry form an
over-complete basis for the set of all CFT states on the
boundary in the large-N limit [35, 36]. Given some pure
CFT state |ψ〉, we can expand it as a superposition of
states {|φi〉} dual to semi-classical geometries:
|ψ〉 =
M∑
i
ci |φi〉 . (6)
The third result we use is that this expansion can be
refined such that the states {|φi〉} are themselves purifi-
cations of ρAB [17]:
trA′B′ |φi〉 〈φi|ABA′B′ = ρAB, (7)
for all |φi〉. This result is valid when the number of terms
in the expansion M is small relative to eO(c). Note that
this is immediate if we assume the validity of Eq. 5 ap-
plied to Eq. 6.
We will assume the requisite assumptions are satisfied
to use the above properties, namely that we do not work
beyond leading order in 1/N , and that we will always
work with a code subspace that is “small,” so that the
number of terms M in the superposition Eq. 6 is ex-
ponentially small relative to the full CFT Hilbert space.
These assumptions are common in much of the literature;
for example, it is known that the error correction prop-
erties of AdS/CFT, and hence other properties, can be
radically changed if the code subspace is too large, e.g.
[37].
III. MINIMIZATIONS OVER GEOMETRIC
EXTENSIONS
Suppose we are interested in computing some n-party
optimized correlation measure Eα for an arbitrary n-
party CFT state ρU = ρA1...An on the boundary, which
we can embed in the full boundary Hilbert space H =
⊗H. Let |ψ〉UU ′ be a purification of ρU , and moreover,
let us choose |ψ〉UU ′ such that it achieves the desired
minimum over all purifications:
Eα(A1 : . . . : An) = f
α(|ψ〉 〈ψ|) =
∑
J∈R
αJSJ (|ψ〉 〈ψ|),
(8)
For our arguments to hold, we will need that |ψ〉UU ′ ex-
ists and lives in the large-N CFT Hilbert space H. This
is not immediately obvious, given that the purifying sub-
system has unbounded dimension. As a heuristic argu-
ment for why these assumptions are reasonable, we note
that we are free to tune our regulator to make H have
arbitrarily large, but finite, dimension. A caveat is that
we are ultimately limited by a minimal cutoff scale that
vanishes in the infinite-N limit. The ideas is then to keep
tuning H until it can fit such a |ψ〉UU ′ , which will then
be a pure state in the full boundary Hilbert space.
Now expand |ψ〉UU ′ in the basis of holographic states
with semi-classical duals, with the added constraint that
each state in the expansion also be a geometric purifica-
tion of ρU :
|ψ〉UU ′ =
M∑
i
ci |φi〉UU ′ , (9)
such that trU ′ |φi〉 〈φi|U = ρU for all i. Writing pi = |ci|
2,
we can lower bound Eα as follows:
Eα(A1 : . . . : An) = f
α(|ψ〉 〈ψ|) (10)
=
∑
J∈R
αJ SJ (|ψ〉 〈ψ|) (11)
∼
∑
J∈R
αJ
∑
i
[
piSJ (|φi〉 〈φi|) + Smix
]
(12)
≥ min
i
∑
J∈R
αJ SJ (|φi〉 〈φi|). (13)
Note that
(∑
J∈R αJ
)
Smix ≥ 0 as both terms are non-
negative. By the minimality of our choice of |ψ〉UU ′ , we
must also have the upper bound
min
i
∑
J∈R
αJ SJ (|φi〉 〈φi|) ≥ Eα(A1 : . . . : An). (14)
We therefore find
Eα(A1 : . . . : An) = min
i
∑
J∈R
αJ SJ (|φi〉 〈φi|) (15)
3for some geometric purification |φi〉UU ′ of the original
state ρU . We have hence found that the minimum over
all purifications can always be achieved, to leading or-
der, by only considering geometric purifications. Note
that our argument also applies to entanglement measures
that optimize over all general extensions ρUE , rather than
just purifications, as one can simply purify the extension,
which will not affect any of the entropies in fα.
IV. APPLICATIONS IN HOLOGRAPHY
A. Holographic duals
This result provides evidence in support of results in
recent work [30, 31] investigating the holographic duals of
various optimized bipartite correlation measures, whose
results rely on the assumption that minimizing over geo-
metric extensions is sufficient to achieve a minimum over
all extensions. In particular, our result provides strong
support that the Q-correlation EQ and R-correlation ER
[3], defined as:
EQ(A : B) =
1
2
min
ρABE
[
SA + SB + SAE − SBE
]
(16)
ER(A : B) =
1
2
min
ρABE
[
SAB + 2SAE − SABE − SE
]
(17)
are holographically dual to the entanglement wedge mu-
tual information and the entanglement wedge cross-
section, respectively. More generally, our result implies
that one can search for holographic duals by directly op-
timizing the appropriate combination of surfaces dual to
the desired linear combination of entropies on a given
geometry, as in [30].
B. Holographic entropy inequalties
As another method of determining holographic duals,
our result permits the use of holographic entropy inequal-
ities in computing optimized correlation measures. One
example of note is the squashed entanglement Esq, de-
fined by [38, 39]:
Esq(A : B) =
1
2
min
ρABE
I(A : B|E) (18)
=
1
2
min
ρABE
(SAE + SBE − SABE − SE) (19)
The squashed entanglement has been extensively stud-
ied in the context of quantum information [40–45], as
it satisfies several properties that make it an extremely
promising candidate to be a measure of purely quantum
correlations in mixed states. While Esq is difficult to
compute for generic quantum states, it was observed in
[32] that the computation of Esq for holographic states
could potentially be made simple because holographic
entropy satisfies the monogamy of mutual information
(MMI):
− I3(A : B : E) ≥ 0, (20)
where I3(A : B : E) = SA + SB + SE − SAB − SAE −
SBE+SABE is the tripartite information. It is quite easy
to find counter-examples to Eq. 20 for generic quantum
states, e.g. the 4-party GHZ state, so Eq. 20 is a spe-
cial property of holographic states. Rewriting Esq as a
minimization over the tripartite information gives:
Esq(A : B) =
1
2
I(A : B) +
1
2
min
ρABE
[−I3(A : B : E)] .
(21)
If we are allowed to apply Eq. 20, then the computa-
tion is simple: choosing the empty extension E = ∅
achieves the lower bound −I3(A : B : E) = 0, giving
Esq =
1
2I(A : B). However, the obstruction to this
reasoning has been the fact that the state ρABE that
achieves the minimum in Eq. 21 need not be geometric,
and hence MMI need not apply. Fortunately, per our re-
sult, the minimum in Eq. 21 can indeed be achieved by
considering only geometric extensions, so we are free to
use MMI to lower bound the value of −I3, and we con-
clude that the squashed entanglement always saturates
its upper bound
Esq(A : B) =
1
2
I(A : B) (22)
in holographic systems, giving the holographic dual to
the bipartite Esq. This technique of using a holographic
entropy inequality to make correlation measures com-
putable is quite general: as observed in [30], the condi-
tional entanglement of mutual information (CEMI) [46]:
EI(A : B) =
1
2
min
ρABA′B′
[
I(AA′ : BB′)− I(A′ : B′)
]
(23)
can be evaluated on holographic states by applying MMI
I(AA′ : BB′) ≥ I(AA′ : B) + I(AA′ : B′) ≥ I(A :
B)+I(A′ : B)+I(A : B′)+I(A′ : B′) ≥ I(A : B)+I(A′ :
B′) to show that the minimum is achieved by the trivial
extension, so that EI(A : B) =
1
2I(A : B).
We can further use Eq. 22 to obtain the holographic
dual for other correlation measures. The saturation of
Esq for holographic states implies that any bipartite en-
tanglement measure defined as a constrained minimiza-
tion of 12I(A : B|E) over extensions E will reduce to
1
2I(A : B), so long as the constraint is compatible with
the trivial extension. One example is the c-squashed
entanglement Ecsq, which is “classical” version of the
squashed entanglement, in the sense that the extension
E is constrained to be classical [38, 47, 48]:
Ecsq(A : B) = min∑
i
piρ
i
AB
⊗|i〉〈i|
E
1
2
I(A : B|E), (24)
4where the minimization is over all states of the form
ρABE =
∑
i piρ
i
AB ⊗ |i〉 〈i|E with
∑
i piρ
i
AB = ρAB. Be-
cause this is a constrained minimization, we naturally
have Ecsq ≥ Esq, and the lower bound is achieveable with
the single-element ensemble ρAB ⊗ |0〉 〈0|E . We must
therefore have Ecsq = Esq, and a corresponding holo-
graphic dual to Ecsq.
If Eα is subadditive on tensor product copies and its
regularization exists, it also collapses to 12I. Specifically,
we consider the class of measures Eαreg within the set of
Eα that equal Esq which also satisfy:
Eαreg(A : B) = lim
n→∞
1
n
Eα(ρ⊗nAB), such that E
α ≥ Eαreg.
(25)
Then by the additivity of Esq(ρAB) =
1
n
Esq(ρ
⊗n
AB) on
tensor products [39], we find
Esq = E
α ≥ Eαreg ≥ Esq (26)
and hence Esq = E
α
reg.
We are also able to use geometric minimization to find
the holographic dual to the multipartite squashed entan-
glement, introduced in [49, 50]. We first define a multi-
partite mutual information [51–53]:
I(A1 : . . . : An) =
∑
i
S(Ai)− S(A1 . . . An) (27)
=
n∑
i=2
I(A1 . . . Ai−1 : Ai). (28)
The multipartite conditional mutual information replaces
all the entropies with conditional entropies:
I(A1 : . . . : An|E) =
n∑
i=2
I(A1 . . . Ai−1 : Ai|E). (29)
The multipartite Esq is then defined to be
Esq(A1 : . . . : An) =
1
2
min
ρA1...AnE
I(A1 : . . . : An|E). (30)
We can again apply MMI to find:
Esq(A1 : . . . : An) =
1
2
I(A1 : . . . : Ai)
−max
ρUE
n∑
i=2
I3(A1 . . . Ai−1 : Ai : E)
(31)
≥
1
2
I(A1 : . . . : Ai)
−
n∑
i=2
max
ρUE
I3(A1 . . . Ai−1 : Ai : E)
(32)
≥
1
2
I(A1 : . . . : An), (33)
and since the lower bound is achievable by the trivial
extension, we find that the multipartite Esq is equal to
one-half the multipartite mutual information. This con-
firms the conjecture made in [30], and, just as in the
bipartite case, immediately implies that the multipartite
Ecsq equal
1
2I. We can similarly find the dual to the mul-
tipartite CEMI [46]:
EI(A1 : . . . : An) (34)
=
1
2
min
ρUU′
[
I(A1A
′
1 : . . . : AnA
′
n)− I(A
′
1 : . . . : A
′
n)
]
(35)
=
1
2
min
ρUU′
[
n∑
i=2
{
I(A1A
′
1 . . . Ai−1A
′
i−1 : AiA
′
i)
− I(A′1 . . . A
′
i−1 : A
′
i)
}]
(36)
≥
n∑
i=2
EI(A1 . . . Ai−1 : Ai) (37)
=
1
2
I(A1 : . . . : An), (38)
and the lower bound is again achievable by the trivial
extension, and hence the multipartite EI is dual to the
multipartite 12I.
We stress here that Eq. 22 and other similar equalities
are leading order statements in the 1/N expansion – we
do not expect equality to hold in the presence of per-
turbative corrections. Indeed, if this were not the case,
then Eq. 22 would imply that holographic states have no
classical correlations. Rather, the more accurate state-
ment is that quantum correlations dominate the mutual
information, while classical ones are subleading.
V. DISCUSSION
By using special properties of holographic states, we
have shown that optimized correlation measures in holog-
raphy can be computed, to leading order, by only consid-
ering geometric extensions of a given holographic state.
We then applied this result to confirm the holographic
duals for various entanglement measures, including EQ,
ER, Esq, E
c
sq, EI , EC , and ED. Because all our results
are leading order statements, it would be interesting to
analyze the form of the quantum corrections that spoil
the degeneracy of duals to 12I.
In our argument, we did not make use of any properties
of the optimal purification |φi〉, besides the fact that it is
geometric. Clarifying the properties of this class of pu-
rifications would be an interesting future direction. One
immediate example is understanding the purifications in-
volved in the EP = EW and ER = EW proposals. More-
over, we know of several other entanglement measures
related to EW [19–29], for which our result will likely be
useful in analyzing their connections to EP and ER.
5Although our result confirms several conjectured holo-
graphic duals, it alone does not provide candidate duals
for the optimized correlation measures. We did not need
to use any properties of the bulk spacetime, other than its
existence and satisfying certain reasonable assumptions,
so generally more tools are necessary. In determining
the holographic dual to Esq, we used the MMI property
of holographic states. However, MMI is not the only
such inequality, and forms one part of the more general
“holographic entropy cone” [54–56] of inequalities that all
holographic states must satisfy, but are not satisfied by
generic quantum states. It is likely that these inequalities
will similarly prove useful for computing entanglement
measures and their holographic duals of higher-partite
holographic states. Indeed, one could even define entan-
glement measures of the form Eq. 2 such that the mini-
mization over geometric extensions is simple to compute
using holographic entropy inequalities.
Another direction for finding holographic duals is the
bit threads formulation of holography [33], which has
proven very useful for analyzing EP = EW [16–18]. We
expect that our result, which implies a bit thread con-
figuration exists for the optimal purification in Eα, will
be a useful tool for finding or proving other holographic
dual proposals.
The saturation of the bipartite squashed entanglement
may also afford some insight into the basic structure of
holographic states. The fact that the squashed entangle-
ment between any two subregions of a holographic state is
maximal is consistent with the holographic state decom-
position conjecture in [57], which states that bipartite
correlations play a special role in holographic states ,in
the sense that they provide the dominant contributions
to quantum correlations between subregions of a given
boundary state, while higher-partite correlations are sub-
leading. More generally, we expect that states with max-
imal squashed entanglement should be constrained to
have a specific form, of which holographic states form a
subset. An example of such a state can be found in [58].
Determining such constraints for generic quantum states
is likely a difficult task, but it may be possible to lever-
age properties exclusive to holographic states to make
progress in this direction. We leave such explorations to
future work.
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